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DPAS Release 3.2.00 Webinar – Post Session Report 
Important updates from the DPAS Training and Support team. In this online session, DPAS Analysts 
will guide you through what's new in the 3.2.00 DPAS Release and answer your questions in real-time 
chat! 

Presented by: 

 

Fred Maley, Analyst 

Jacob Kent, Analyst 

 

 

Q&A: 

Lisa Peters, Software Quality Assurance Tester 

Recording Location: 

DPAS Support Site: http://dpassupport.golearnportal.org  
  Open Training / Webinar Archive and find the webinar under the Updates and Announcements 
subject heading or search for the webinar title. 
(note: this link will only play the newest webinar on this topic) 

Screenshot: 

 

http://dpassupport.golearnportal.org/
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Session Statistics: 

Session Date 01/07/2016  

Number of Registered Attendees 169 

Number of Internal Attendees 4 
 

Poll Results: 

Did you find the content in this webinar useful? –  XX Responses 
Answer  Percent 
Extremely Useful – I learned a useful technique or tip  60% 
Somewhat Useful – This content was not new for me but is useful  30% 
Not Useful – I did not learn anything new  08% 
Other – I am providing a detailed answer in the chat pod  02% 
 

How would you rate the presentation? i.e. Speaker, Format –  XX Responses 
   

Answer  Percent 
Excellent – I would highly recommend this presentation to others  37% 
Good - I enjoyed this format and the interaction  41% 
Okay - The presentation needed some improvement  14% 
Poor - The presentation underperformed for me  03% 
Other – I am providing a detailed answer in the chat pod  05% 
 
What topic would you be most interested in for a future webinar? –  XX Responses 
   

Answer  Total Sel. 
Asset Dispositions  24 
Asset Receiving   23 
Asset Transfers  21 
Asset Updates  23 
CIP  5 
DPAS Security/Roles  5 
Government Furnished Property (GFP)  16 
Inquiries   21 
Inventory   27 
IUID – in Depth  8 
Maintenance and Utilization(M&U)/Dispatch   11 
Maintenance and Utilization(M&U)/Work Order  16 
Maintenance and Utilization(M&U)/FAST  13 
RFID Basics  6 
WAWF  9 
Warehouse Management Module  16 
OTHER - I am providing a detailed answer in the chat pod  2 
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Participant Questions and Comments: 

Question: will the request process leave DPAS and pass to another source of supply? 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): pass to another interface ? 
 

Question: Yes, such as an Army interface to LMP or to DLA for items they manage? 

* Leidos DPAS 2: No, individual issue does not reach outside of DPAS for items. It pulls the issued items from 
the Warehouses inventory to be issued to the member.  
 

Question: The warehouse must be managed within DPAS?  

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): Correct  
 

Question: Thanks! 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): You’re welcome  
 

Question: Will removing the C/C A issue restriction apply only to SK&O's or to all types of issues such as end 

items? 
* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): Jake is answering your question now. They removed the C/C A restriction 
 

Question: are there instruction guides specifically for building kits in the warehouse? 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): In elearning there are instructions on how to build kits 
 

Question: Please correct my First Name in your records. It is Michael not Mixheal. Thank you. 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): Will do! 
 

Question: Thanks! 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): You’re  welcome 
 

Question: For future consideration:  Presentation moves entirely too fast.  Perhaps more time allotment is 

warranted to "cover" the items.   
* Leidos DPAS(privately): We understand that we were moving very quickly. This webinar was intended to cover 
all the new functionality from a high level. Future webinars will be focused on one or a few small processes and 
will be much slower and more detailed.  
 

Question: Is it possible to run the M&U module without the warehouse?  If so, do you need the Warranty 

module as well? 
* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): Yes you do not need the Warehouse in order to get the M&U module. Warranty is 
optional with in the M&U module. 
 

Question: When do we get access to the Warehouse module 

* Leidos DPAS(privately): n order to get access to the warehouse application you must submit some paperwork 
as well as take the required eLearning for the role requested. For more detailed information about your specific 
circumstance please call our help desk 1-800-THE-DPAS 
 

Question: How do we submit the answers for the survey questions. 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): Just select the radio button on screen. 
 

Question: If asset is not checked as accountable asset, will it be considered  FIAR compliant? 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): What process are you referring to?  
 

Question: Any timeline on having history of transactions available? 

* Leidos DPAS(privately): at this time there is no timeline for history transactions. Its possible there will be in the 
future as we start getting a larger volume of transactions to store, but at this time there's no time limit.  
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Question: Did 3.2 change the functionality of SKO configuration?  Specifically, even if a SKO asset  has no 

components where Required for Complete Kit = True, but the header is a comp of kit, does DPAS require all 
components to be received in order to have a Condition Code above G? 
* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): Jake is answering your question on the line  
 

Question: I was not able to hear the audio.  May be due to equipment here, but would suggest that a dedicated 

voice line (phone conference call number) be scheduled to support the demos in the future.  I believe that would 
ensure all participants could hear the presenters.  My role is not as a user, but as a requirements manager for 
AMC,  I will be reviewing the changes to gain a better understanding of the funcitonalities within DPAS.  Thanks 
for your support.   
* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): Thank you for your suggestion. The webinar will be posted to the dpas support page 
and you will be able to stream line the webinar. https://dpassupport.golearnportal.org 
 

Question: New to DPAS...is the DPAS support link in DPAS to sign up for the FEB 10 Parts Mgmnt. seminar ? 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): Yes you can sign up on the DPASsupport page 
https://dpassupport.golearnportal.org/index.php/training/overview 
 

Question: what improvements to system since the latest release? 

* Leidos DPAS(privately): This webinar was intended to cover all the improvements/changes since the last 
release. We've also added the 3.2 Release Notes to the webinar Download Pod (and its also available out on 
the DPAS Support site) which will cover in detail what we've put in the release.  
 

Question: How do we close the survey page when completed? 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): You don't have to close it they are automatic. You can just close out of the webinar 
 

Question: Thanks guys ! 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): You’re  welcome  
 

Question: would like to see webinar on inventory from start to finish in DPAS and how it transfers to an 

accountable record like Stock control system? 
* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): Can you vote for inventory in the survey please. 
 

Question: Thank you 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): You’re welcome  
 

Question: Thank you for the explanation.  Perhaps that caveat where 1 component must be required is what's 

throwing us off.  We'll look into it.  thanks again! 
* Leidos DPAS(privately): No problem. Give us a call if you need.  
 

Question: Will do.  Thanks 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): You’re welcome 
 

Question: Thank you 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): You’re welcome  
 

Question: we missed over half the web seminar is there anyway we can see it again so I can show this too my 

coworkers 
* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): Yes it will be downloaded to the dpas support site within a week.  
 

Question: we thought it was 1300 our time and failed to see it said eastern time 

* Leidos DPAS 2(privately): No problem. We will have the webinar posted to the dpas support site within the 
week. https://dpassupport.golearnportal.org 
 

 


